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Education / Enforcement Model

EDUCATION CHANGE ATTITUDES

ENFORCEMENT CHANGE BEHAVIOUR

 Win the moral 
argument

 Shape the climate 
of opinion

 Build community 
support for 

enforcement



*Test Everything Against These Criteria

Integrated with National and International Policing Plans

Advertising Mandatories

Data - led

Research – led 

Psychology – led 



 ALWAYS WINNING THE MORAL ARGUMENT

 ALWAYS CLARITY OF CULPABILITY

 ALWAYS HUMANISING THE PROBLEM

 NO MIXED MESSAGES or RAT RUNS

Advertising Methodology & Strategy
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RSA Plan to an 
always on awareness strategy   



Are drivers aware of 
their vulnerability to 
driver distraction?

What coping 
mechanisms (if any) are 

used?

Why do driver choose 
to engage with the 

mobile 
phone/smartphone?

What types of messages 
in anti-distraction 
communications 

resonate?

What can the RSA do? 
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Key Research Questions to 
understand Driver Distraction
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Despite awareness of the risks, 
drivers have found ways to 

rationalise phone use In case 
of emergency 

It’s an 
addiction

I’m being 
efficient

I’m a 
experienced 

driver 

It’s a work
thing

Keeping the 
family schedule 

moving 

BUT… Just 3 seconds with eyes 
off the forward roadway
increases likelihood of collision! 

(VTTU; 2006)
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Non-phone users – Scope to harness 
the barriers identified in the 

community in future 
communications

Because I’ve only been 
driving for just under a 

year, I don’t think I could 
do both, for the safety of 
myself and others, I think 
its important to get into 

the right habits 

I know I would get caught by 
the guards, I certainly don’t 

want penalty points, 
insurance is high enough 

without endorsements on 
my licence. 

I swerved on the road but 
luckily I was on a motorway 
and had room, I got such a 

fright that I actually pulled in 
to the hard shoulder and 

unplugged my phone, it put 
me off for a while but I do 
still chance the odd call. 

Driving Ability 

Fear of getting caught 

A near miss 
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For Parents, the driving task with 
children on board, is complicated 
by powerful (negative) emotions
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Communication strategies: 
what resonates and what 

alienates

 Demonstrating reality – reality of car                                         
collisions is memorable and haunting

 Losing loved ones – poignant

 Real-life – personal stories ‘it could be me’

 Living with the consequences –
don’t want blood on my hands. 

 Patronising or lecturing tone

 Lack of clarity of message

 Not demonstrating consequences    
overtly enough

 Unnecessary distractions from the 
message (annoying sound effects or 
accents)

 Message too narrow – just females              
or young people 



Mobile Phone Distraction Campaign 
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Mobile Phone Distraction TV 
Campaign – “Anatomy of a Split 

Second”
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Mobile Phone Distraction 
Key Message 
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Driver Distraction | Mobile Phones
Social Media 

What we did:

Alignment social with TV spot times
• Social cut downs of TVC 
• Promoted imagery from TVC

Shared shocking stats on the dangers of using your 
mobile phone while driving 

Retargeted content 

Created a ‘Facebook Memories’ video & fictional 
character Facebook page
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Facebook Memories 

Whenever people are making or about to make memories they can’t wait to share them on 
Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat and Instagram. But what they don’t realise is that updating their 

status while driving could lead to losing a future lifetime of updates. 
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Audience Reaction & Sentiment 

Facebook Performance Impressions Engagements CPE (€) Video Views CPV Video – 75% CPV – 75%

TOTAL 2,881,893 566,994 €0.01 604,805 €0.01 45,768 €0.11
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Earned Media 



Distracted Parents Campaign  
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What was needed?
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Driver Distraction | Distracted Parents

• Drive awareness of Driver Distraction 

• Generate a social conversation around the dangers & how to avoid it

• Highlight contributing behaviour to Driver Distraction 

• Main target audience was parents
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Distracted Parent TV Campaign -
“Don’t Look Back”
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Distracted Parent – Key Message 



• The tactics that parents may employ to prevent child distraction are many but could in 
themselves cause a distraction. This was something that main TV Ad could not address. 

• The most important solution in reducing driver distraction, according to a Monash University 
report, is the correct restraint of children in their car seats.

• The Australian researchers found the children in their study were in the incorrect position for 
over 70 per cent of the journey time. Three quarters of child car seats we examine here in 
Ireland are incorrectly fitted. Ensuring your child is properly restrained in the correct car seat 
could eliminate a big cause of distraction while driving for parents.

• We wanted to create a conversation among parents to discuss what works and doesn’t work to 
avoid child distraction.
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Tactics to Avoid Child Distraction

http://monash.edu/news/show/children-more-distracting-than-mobile-phones


• Aligned social activity with TV 
spots using:
• Social cut downs of TVC 

• Promoted imagery from TVC

• Creation a ‘Tip Swap App’ where 
real parents could share their tips 
to avoid distraction

• Created bespoke images from the 
Tip Swap App 
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Driver Distraction | Distracted Parents 
Social Media 
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Tip Shares in the Tip Swap App

Facebook 
Performance

Impressions Engagements CPC (€) Video 
Views 

CPV

TOTAL 1,839,580 637,959 €0.88 332,903 €0.005



Results 
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Mobile Phones Research
November 2015



Mobile Phones 2016
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Mobile Phones Research
November 2015
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Mobile Phones Research
March 2016
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Mobile Phones Observational Study
November 2015

• 3% of drivers of drivers were observed with phone in their hand (1%) or at their head (2%)

• Phones were more likely to be held at the head of drivers (except Clare, Donegal & Galway)

Behaviour % 

2015
(n=14,230)

2014
(n=14,493)

Mobile Phone 3% 8%

Mobile in hand 1% 4%

Mobile at head 2% 4%



EPICA Award 

The RSA was one of nine countries to pick up 
gold in the public service advertising category 
at the Epica Awards in 2015. 

Known as the “Golden Globes of Advertising”, 
the awards are an international celebration of 
creativity.

Both distraction campaigns also won Irish and 
International Gold at the prestigious Kinsale 
Sharks awards in 2015 (“Don’t look back”) and 
2016 (“Anatomy of a split second”).
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Distracted Parents
November 2015



Thank You.
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